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Commemoration of Maurizio Valenzi, Barons’ Hall, Maschio Angioino, Naples November 15th 2009
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1.
INTRODUCTION

I
n 2009 when we set up the valenzi foundation, we imme-
diately decided to act not as a memorial body for a single 
man but as an institution aimed at current problems, en-

gaged from a cultural but also a social point of view in the 
city and in the region, with a strong international vocation. 
Of course, the topics arise from the life story of Maurizio va-
lenzi, but they try to adhere to the reality we live today. To-
gether with roberto race, first secretary-general, we made 
the choice to have full autonomy, even if this would have cost 
something from the point of view of financial strength. An 
approach that envisaged and still envisages today not siding 
with single parties and even less with political currents, but 
which wants to engage and promote an open and serene dia-
logue between all those who are interested in the economic, 
social, civil and cultural development of our country.

Thus, with family savings and with the endowment of 
some paintings, works by Maurizio valenzi, we gained re-
cognition from the prefecture. The Municipality of naples 
has granted some abandoned rooms of the Maschio An-
gioino as offices. Over the years we have opened both the 
rooms and the activities to all the forces involved in the en-
hancement of our territory and made them available for an 
open dialogue. unlike other cultural foundations, we have 
the added value of a social project for children. Those of 
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the valenzi administration, from 1975 to 1983, were years 
of renewed fervor, desire to do, hope of being able to start 
over and rebuild a better city despite the obstacles: from 
camorra to terrorism up to the 1980 earthquake. in these 
first ten years we have done an intense job and certainly 
not only to strengthen the memory of Maurizio valenzi. it 
is for this reason that we now try to summarize it in this 
publication. We do not want to celebrate ourselves, but to 
put a stop, not to waste what has already been done and 
to start from here for a new and more conscious planning. 
We have carried out activities in the field of history and 
memory, teacher training, the promotion of entrepreneurial 
excellence, the care and education of disadvantaged and 
at-risk children, the international role of naples, artistic 
expression, through exhibitions, debates and participation 
in tenders and projects.

you will find then an illustration of our results.
When we started as the valenzi foundation ten years 

ago, we did not know how long we would go on. Today, from 
the position reached, we can say that, with the new secre-
tary-general, salvatore verbale, with the young staff of the 
foundation and with everyone’s help, we can look to the 
future with confidence.
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Autoritratto (Self-portrait), 1974
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2.
MAURIZIO VALENZI

M
aurizio valenzi was born in Tunis on november 16th 
1909, from a Jewish family of leghorn origin, settled 
in Tunisia for several generations. for Maurizio va-

lenzi, the encounter with politics in the early thirties was ine-
vitable. The ideal drive for freedom and against injustice, even 
sacrificing his own well-being, and the relationship between 
ethics and politics were the framework in which his activity and 
that of his wife litza always took place. Maurizio valenzi was 
also the man of dialogue. The experience as a parliamentarian, 
with the election to the senate, led him to have very intense re-
lationships with his opponents. first as a provincial councilor of 
naples, then as a senator and mayor, valenzi represented “that 
soul of the city that did not intend to give up and wanted to open 
up to the world”. An administrator who did not pay attention to 
the search for consensus at all costs, had no political clientele, 
but wanted to build a future for naples, working with the best 
forces in the area, beyond the political color. And that is why he 
is still remembered today as a statesman who lent himself to the 
role of mayor. After his experience in the european parliament, 
he intensified his meetings with those friends who were close to 
him over the years. The living room in via Manzoni became a 
place for political discussion, but above all a point of reference 
for those who wanted to address the problems of the city. 

Between 1935 and 1936 he joined the Tunisian communist 
party with a group of italians. With his friend loris Gallico he 
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wrote the weekly newspaper l’italiano di Tunisi (The italian from 
Tunis). in 1937, at the time of the popular front government, he 
was in paris to connect the Tunisian communist group to the 
pci (italian communist party) foreign center and worked in 
the editorial board of the voce degli italiani (The italians’ voice) 
headed by Giuseppe di vittorio. in 1939 Giorgio Amendola and 
velio spano reached Tunis. in december 1939 he married litza 
cittanova. in January 1941 his son Marco was born.

in november 1941 he was arrested, tortured with electri-
city, but resisted interrogation and was sentenced to life im-
prisonment and to forced labor by the fascist regime of vichy 
and interned for a year in lambèse in Algeria. from July to 
november 1942 his wife litza was also in prison: their son 
Marco was just over a year old. finally freed by the Allies in 
March 1943, he was sent by the pci to naples to prepare the 
arrival of palmiro Togliatti from the soviet union. he reached 
the city in January 1944. An apartment was organized in via 
Broggia for the communists arriving from various locations. 
Togliatti was hosted there and Maurizio valenzi lived closely 
what will be called the svolta di salerno (turning point of sa-
lerno). experience that he will tell in the book c’è Togliatti! 
(There’s Togliatti!), published by sellerio in 1995. 

he remained in naples even after this period, always wor-
king as a party official. in 1952 he was elected provincial 
councilor. his daughter lucia was born that year. he was 
a senator for three terms from 1953 to 1968; at palazzo Ma-
dama he was appointed secretary to the presidency of the 
senate and, on another occasion, secretary of the foreign 
Affairs commission. in those same years he held various 
other institutional and party roles, becoming secretary of the 
communist Group in the senate and member of the cen-
tral control commission of the pci. he was also Municipal 
councilor of forio d’ischia from 1964 to 1970.

city councilman of naples from 1970 to 1975, he was 
then elected Mayor with a relative majority. The city council 
remained in charge of the city for years thanks to the consent 

On the left Litza Cittanova with her son Marco, behind 
Maurizio Valenzi, on the right Nadia Gallico Spano, 1941

Maurizio Valenzi with Giorgio Amendola and Emilio Sereni
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of citizens and the “technical vote”1 of other political forces 
on the occasion of the approval of the budget. he was confir-
med Mayor of naples until 1983, in the period of terrorism 
and the earthquake. in those years he was also a member of 
the central committee of the pci. After the 1980 earthqua-
ke, as Mayor, he was appointed extraordinary commissioner 
for reconstruction. in 1984 he was elected to the european 
parliament where he remained in office until 1989. in addi-
tion in 1984 he was awarded the légion d’honneur by the 
then president of the french republic, françois Mitterand. 
On the occasion of his 90th birthday, in 1999, a large antho-
logical exhibition was organized at the Maschio Angioino.

Maurizio valenzi died on June 23rd 2009, just in time to 
see the foundation dedicated to him born.

The artist Maurizio valenzi began his activity as a painter 
by attending for a few years the École des Beauxarts in Tunis 
run by Armand vergeaud. under the influence of Moses levy, 
he joined the avant-garde currents with Antonio corpora and 
Jules lellouche. he exhibited his first works at the salon 
tunisien then in rome, paris and in various cities of Tunisia 
in collective exhibitions with french and Tunisian painters. 
Between 1930 and 1931 he had a studio in rome, where he 
met carlo levi, fausto pirandello and Adriana pincherle.

he began his political activity in southern Tunisia, among the 
farm laborers of sfax and djerba, from which he brought back 
drawings and paintings. in 1937 he was in paris, during this pe-
riod he met various protagonists of french culture, such as Tristan 
Tzara, paul eluard and Jean-richard Bloch and had the opportu-
nity to study the painting of the impressionists and the École de 
paris. Modigliani, cézanne, Matisse, the painters of the roman 
school were his pictorial referents.

1 According to the definition given by Il nuovo de Mauro, the technical 
vote is “v. in favor of a government majority, dictated by the need to 
overcome procedural obstacles or particular deadlines, but which does 
not imply political support for the majority itself.” (Source: https://
dizionario.internazionale.it/parola/voto-tecnico).

Maurizio Valenzi in the office of Palazzo San Giacomo

Maurizio Valenzi in the office of Palazzo San Giacomo
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The extreme experience of prison is recorded on makeshift 
sheets, which were then collected in the 1970s in the book 
disegni di lambèse (drawings from lambèse). drawing and 
painting, which political commitment had forced to resize, were 
resumed after 1968 when, revisiting the figurative inclinations 
of youth, he returned to the memories of imprisonment.

Among the works of this period there are also landscapes of 
naples, family portraits and of other characters such as emilio 
notte, paolo ricci and eduardo de filippo. The exhibitions of 
his works also started again, including the solo exhibition hosted 
by the gallery l’indicatore in rome in 1978. despite the political 
commitments, valenzi never abandoned the brushes, or rather the 
pen or pencil, always carving out some time to express himself 
artistically throughout his life. The funeral stelae with the urns of 
Maurizio and litza valenzi was created by the sculptor Giuseppe 
Antonello leone in the Quadrato degli uomini illustri (square of 
illustrious men) of the cemetery of poggioreale.

As soon as he was elected Mayor, the newspaper paese sera 
(“country evening”) published a letter from eduardo de filippo:

«After so many years of “commanders”, “godfathers”, “cro-
nies”, “bosses” preceded over the centuries by as many “com-
manders”, “godfathers”, “bosses”, “mammasantissima2” and so 
on and so forth, who for the thirst for power, the greed for gain 
and perhaps also for the famous matter of honor which is often 
only a matter of stubbornness, have covered our naples with 
sores, we begin to see the glimmer of a light that is still dim and 
still far away, but it is light. Beyond the fact that Maurizio valen-
zi is mayor, who, like Galasso, is a respectable person and up to 
the task, the real new and important fact is that after the result of 
the referendum and after the votes of June 15th, everyone must 
have understood, by now, that in order to govern naples you 
have to deal with the neapolitans, who no longer intend to be 
treated as a colony or as a people who think “let bygones be by-

2 According to the definition from Treccani, mammasantissima is 
“the authoritative leader in the camorra or in the Mafia” (source: 
https://www.treccani.it/vocabolario/mammasantissima/).

Ergastolo di Lambèse (Life imprisonment of Lambèse), 1943

Giuseppe Antonello Leone, the funeral stelae of Maurizio 
Valenzi and Litza Valenzi, Poggioreale Cemetery, Naples, 2011
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gones” and “he who pays the piper calls the tune”. Throughout 
my life, every time i wrote a comedy denouncing the discomfort 
of the human condition in general and the tragedy of the inhu-
man condition of naples, i felt like a mad visionary, and i ended 
up feeling exhausted, overwhelmed. distrust makes your tongue 
heavy and makes you lose the urge to talk. not out of fear, but 
out of despair. Today the desire to talk, to communicate with 
this people - because it is the people that i belong to - i feel it 
returning bubbling and lively as when i was thirty years old: the 
desire to communicate with others, to exchange an idea, a hope, 
a dream, again widens my lungs. And the first thing my tongue 
wants to say, it wants to say to the neapolitans and it is this:

“My fellow citizens, let’s take advantage of this perhaps uni-
que opportunity that is offered to us to shake off the yoke of the 
“master” who knows what the promises he has to make but also 
knows how to not keep them. Whichever party you belong to, 
whatever idea circulates in your brain, first of all let’s think of 
our city; Maurizio valenzi inherits grief, troubles and pain and 
accepts this heavy inheritance: let’s acknowledge this at least 
and trust him. let’s protect his work from those who were inte-
rested and are interested in naples only for their own personal 
gain, neglecting the needs of people who have been patient for 
too long. let’s participate in public life, in city government. in 
my opinion, considering how things are in naples today, every 
spoke in the wheel, every boycott, every attempt to substitute 
one’s own individual interest for the common one, becomes a 
war crime. And i would like to add another thing: these words 
that i say today about the election as mayor of Maurizio valenzi - 
who has all the credentials to cover the office received - i would 
also have said them for professor Galasso or for any other man 
who in good faith, good will and full capacity had shouldered a 
responsibility like this, which makes one tremble just thinking 
about it ”. here, said badly and in a hurry, what i wanted to 
say to you, my fellow citizens. To Maurizio valenzi my warmest 
wishes and my solidarity.»
Eduardo De Filippo       

Maurizio Valenzi with Eduardo De Filippo
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Castelnuovo, known as Maschio Angioino, Valenzi Foundation headquarters
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3.
PLACES OF THE FOUNDATION

THE OFFICES 
The foundation is based in castelnuovo, known as Maschio 
Angioino, in piazza Municipio, a symbol of the city of naples. 
in addition to two rooms used as offices, the site also contains 
a conference room for organizing events. The hall accommo-
dates about 45 s and, with the use of the screens and corridor 
spaces, it is possible to reach a capacity of about a hundred 
people. The room is equipped with sound system, video 
projector, dvd player, digital screen and cloth, projection 
table, video distributor. it is also possible to obtain audio and 
video recordings of the events. The room is named after litza 
cittanova valenzi. furthermore, adjacent to the offices, there 
is the room that houses part of the valenzi collection with 
the da Gattuso a Matta. la collezione valenzi per napoli 
(from Guttuso to Matta. The valenzi collection for naples) 
exhibition. 

THE ARCHIVE
in compliance with the foundation’s statutory purposes 
which include, among others, the conservation, consultation 
and enhancement of the documentary heritage, the archive 
is an indispensable premise for in-depth historical research 
on the various periods of Maurizio valenzi’ s life: from anti-

An event at the Maschio Angioino headquarters
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fascism to post-war naples, from activity in the senate to the 
municipal administration and finally to the european par-
liament. The regional directorate for the cultural heritage 
of campania, pursuant to articles 10 and 13 of legislative 
decree 42/2004, based on what was ascertained by the Ar-
chival superintendency for campania, declared the valen-
zi Archive of historical and cultural interest (n.775/2010), 
considering the national and international relevance of his 
figure and the documentary value of the papers illustrating 
his political, cultural and artistic activities. The Archive has 
a size of six linear meters and an initial inventory has been 
drawn up. A collection of photographic images and graphic 
works is added to the paper archive. The Mediatheque con-
sists of a large collection of video and audio documents on 
both Maurizio valenzi and the foundation.

ART COLLECTION 
The valenzi collection, which includes the works owned by 
the family, was declared of particular artistic and historical 
interest with decree n.2162 by the MiBAcT (Ministry of 
cultural heritage and Activities and Tourism) directorate 
General on 20/10/2014. A selection of works donated by the 
family to the foundation makes up the da Gattuso a Matta. 
la collezione valenzi per napoli (from Guttuso to Matta. 
The valenzi collection for naples) exhibition, created to sha-
re with the city the gifts received by Maurizio valenzi from 
many of his friends, often internationally recognized artists 
throughout his centenary life.   

The exhibition, located in the Maschio Angioino in a 
room adjacent to the offices, consists of over 60 works by 
various authors (including sebastiàn Matta, Josè Ortega, 
Moses levy, renato Guttuso, carlo levi, Antonio corpora, 
vincenzo Gemito, emilio notte, paolo ricci, Armando de 
stefano, salvatore emblema, Marino Mazzacurati, Antonio 
Borrelli, Giuseppe Antonello leone). in addition to paintings 
and a section dedicated to drawings, to the original bronze 
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sketches of the Monumento alle Quattro Giornate di napoli 
(Monument to the four days of naples) by Marino Mazza-
curati, the collection includes ceramics and small sculptu-
res. in recent years the collection has been further enriched 
thanks to donations from painters and their heirs: Gerolamo 
casertano, piero conestabo, libero Galdo, Maria palliggia-
no, fabio rocca, pasquale vitiello. There are also three in-
teractive tours available through an app.

Among the works of Maurizio valenzi, three are on loan 
for use in the collection of the Ministry of foreign Affairs at 
the farnesina and one at the museum center in naples, in 
the twentieth century exhibition of sant’elmo castle.

A collection of African masks and small sculptures is on 
loan for use at the African Museum of the umberto scer-
rato  university l’Orientale, testifying to the intense rela-
tionship of Maurizio valenzi, as well as with north Africa 
where he was born and he struggled also with black Africa. 

The exhibition “Da Gattuso a Matta”. La Collezione 
Valenzi per Napoli (From Gattuso to Matta. The Valenzi 
collection for Naples)
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Napoli al tramonto (Naples at sunset), 1974
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4.
ACTIVITIES

T
he valenzi foundation is an institution of interna-
tional importance, not politically aligned, active in 
culture and society to ensure that the memory of a 

politician, for whom politics was “a noble art” and who was 
committed to common good of naples and campania, beco-
me an example.

The objectives that the foundation proposes are: to in-
crease awareness of the cultural, artistic, historical and 
environmental heritage, of sustainable development, of 
new civil, social and environmental rights and of equal op-
portunities; to promote the culture of freedoms and values 
of the Mediterranean within the framework of a renewed 
idea of europe and develop a culture of responsibility and 
merit adequate to govern the challenges of modernity and 
globalization.

Our commitment aims to give life to places and moments 
of free and serene discussion outside the logic of opposi-
tion to promote initiatives against all forms of marginaliza-
tion and racism and initiatives to protect minors and adults 
disadvantaged due to physical, mental and socio-economic 
conditions; to create a network between the various orga-
nizations involved in the social sector; to promote the arti-
san-industrial excellence of the campania region.
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Two rai parlamento reports have documented our activity.
We also intend to make available and implement the va-

lenzi Archive, to edit the publication of the works and corre-
spondence of Maurizio and litza valenzi, to enhance the col-
lection of paintings and other art objects of Maurizio valenzi 
and to promote studies, publications and scholarships.

To achieve these ambitious objectives, the foundation 
branches its activities into four main strands: 

Memory and Didactics. We are proud of the annual event 
Memoriae project in memory of the shoah, which involves scho-
ols in the campania and national territory through competitions 
and prizes on the subject and which celebrates, with an impor-
tant recognition, witnesses and victims of anti-semitic inhuma-
nities as well as positive examples of our time. We also support 
round tables and conferences for studies and research, as well 
as the dissemination of documentaries, books and educational 
meetings. We are engaged in internship and Alternanza scuola-
lavoro3 projects for students, but also in the organization of trai-
ning and advanced training courses for teachers.

Art and Culture. We organize and host personal and collecti-
ve art exhibitions, book presentations, performances, events of ar-
tistic and environmental interest, music festivals. The foundation 
has also exhibited the da Gattuso a Matta. la collezione valenzi 
per napoli (from Guttuso to Matta. The valenzi collection for 
naples) private collection, with free admission and periodic gui-
ded tours. Of course, a particular commitment is dedicated to the 
enhancement of Maurizio valenzi’s artistic activity.

Social Work. pwe promote social inclusion projects for 
schools and districts in need through playful-didactic expres-

3 On 13 July 2015, the italian government adopted a reform of the national 
education and training system called La buona scuola, enhancing 
participation in work-based learning through pilot program for combined 
school-based and work-based traineeships (source: https://www.cede-
fop.europa.eu/en/news-and-press/news/italy-education-reform).
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siveness workshops that we have called “Bell ‘e buon”4.

Development. We maintain relationships with businesses 
by promoting local excellence and corporate social responsi-
bility, we encourage debates and seminars on current issues, 
on financing and business development. The headquarters are 
often a place of political and cultural debates on current affai-
rs, both locally and internationally.

for memory 
naturally central and intense is the activity of the foundation in the 
field of history and memory starting from the memory of Maurizio 
valenzi himself and his wife litza, but also of many figures in our 
cultural and political history, from Antonio Ghirelli to renato cac-
cioppoli, from eduardo de filippo to his wife isabella Quarantotti.

On november 15th 2009 the commemoration of Mauri-
zio valenzi a few months after his death, coinciding with the 
centenary of his birth, in Maschio Angioino Barons’ hall was 
also the moment in which the foundation was presented in 
the presence of the city authorities, intellectuals and lifelong 
companions: among others Giorgio napolitano, then president 
of the republic, and Antonio Ghirelli. After listening to the re-
adings by Mariano rigillo and cristina donadio, the important 
exhibition of neapolitan art photographers on the seventies la 
napoli di Maurizio (Maurizio’s naples) was inaugurated.

in 2011, the foundation, as part of the celebrations plan-
ned by the presidency of the council for the 150th anniver-
sary of the unification of italy, collaborated in the da sud. le 
radici meridionali dell’unità nazionale (from the south. The 
southern roots of national unity) exhibition organized by lu-
igi Mascilli Migliorini and Anna villari in the palazzo reale of 
naples, which had tens of thousands of visitors.

4 Bell ‘e buon is a neapolitan expression that literally translates as “nice 
and good” but stands for “suddenly”. This colloquial expression gives the 
name to the project.
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The insights into the figure of Maurizio valenzi led to the 
creation of a documentary confesso che mi sono divertito – 100 
anni di una vita straordinaria (i confess i enjoyed it - 100 years 
of an extraordinary life) published by Metronapoli.it Web Tv.

Given the foundation’s international vocation, the french 
translation of Maurizio valenzi’s autobiography J’avoue que je 
me suis amusé, presented in 2016 at the Maison de l’italie in 
the cité universitaire in paris, was created.

The transcription of the diary recorded by Maurizio valenzi 
in 1975 i miei primi giorni da sindaco di napoli (My first days 
as Mayor of naples) was published with Aracne.

Many book presentations and seminars took place, many of 
which are in collaboration with the university l’Orientale.

GRITUM is the research group on italians in Tunisia and 
in the Middle east that aims to coordinate the scholars of 
the issues concerning the history of italian communities and 
collectivities in Tunisia and the Maghreb.

in 2019 the foundation launched a public selection for a two-ye-
ar research grant open to italian and foreign graduates aged 30 and 
under on italian anti-fascism in Tunisia (1939-1943). The events of 
italian anti-fascism in Tunisia in the 1930s have been the subject 
of historiographical reconstruction while there is no reconstruction 
of the period following the outbreak of the second World War, in 
particular the period of repression by the vichy government.

A commitment to learn more about the history of naples 
in the period of the municipal administration led by Maurizio 
valenzi from the mid-seventies to and beyond the 1980 ear-
thquake cannot be missing.

To this end, the study conference il volto della città di na-
poli e l’attività dell’Amministrazione valenzi (1975 -1983) 
(The face of the city of naples and the activity of the valenzi 
Administration) was held on 13th and 14th february 2020. 
The conference met with considerable success with over twen-
ty high-level interventions ranging from political analysis and 
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electoral flows, to economic history and deindustrialization, to 
urban planning policies, to cultural ones, to anthropological 
aspects, to comparison with other national realities. The publi-
cation of the proceedings is expected later with the contribu-
tion of the university of naples federico ii and MiBAcT.

The conference was preceded by the publication, edited 
by the university l’Orientale, of the book il sindaco rosso. 
Maurizio valenzi e il futuro di napoli (The red mayor. Mau-
rizio valenzi and the future of naples), on the municipal ad-
ministration of the seventies with writings by ermanno corsi, 
eleonora puntillo and Giustino fabrizio.

MEMORIAE PROJECT
The valenzi foundation participates in the “Memoriae” project, 
now in its eleventh edition, to keep alive the memory of the sho-
ah and through it to keep alive the attention against all forms of 
racism and cultural, social and political discrimination. 

The celebration consists in giving an acknowledgment to 
the witnesses and victims of anti-semitic inhumanities and 
to the positive examples of our times. for some years now, 
the president of the republic, sergio Mattarella, has wanted 
to assign a large format medal to the event.

Over the years, david’s stars have gone among others to the 
witnesses to the shoah, whose story we have heard together with 
hundreds of students: shlomo venezia, the sisters Andra and 
Tatiana Bucci, Alberta levi Temin, roberto piperno, Tullio foà, 
Alberto Bivash. Other acknowledgments went to the memory of 
those who fought or were victims of the camorra such as don 
peppe diana, pasquale cappuccio, silvia ruotolo, lino roma-
no, Marcello Torre, Giancarlo siani, Teresa Buonocore or those 
who distinguished themselves for their civil commitment also at 
an international level. We also remember organizations such as 
Medici senza frontiere, institutions such as the Marina Militare 
or individuals such as the ukrainian Anatolij Korol.

The ceremony also includes the awarding of the winners 
of the io non dimentico (i don’t forget) competition, introdu-

The ceremony on  January 27th 2017
at the Trianon-Viviani Theater, Naples
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ced by the foundation in recent editions, aimed at schools 
of all levels in order to promote studies and reflections on 
the history of the european twentieth century and that has a 
great success of adhesions from all over campania.

Memoriae also achieved the naming of the ponticelli sta-
dium after Giorgio Ascarelli and a street after luciana paci-
fici, the smallest neapolitan victim of the shoah, whose life 
was cut short at just eight months.

for education 
A great commitment is made by the foundation towards the 
world of education.

for a young person, it is possible to carry out an internship 
experience, agreed or not with the university institutions.

some Alternanza scuola lavoro activities are underway in 
the field of tourism, others for the enhancement of cultural he-
ritage, in particular with the elena d’Aosta hospitality institute 
in naples and the Braucci high school in caivano. A module on 
“good politics” was also held in 2016 at the Orazio flacco high 
school in portici.

The foundation, as part of the campania region’s “Azioni 
di accompagnamento – scuola viva” (Accompanying actions - 
Alive school) project, has two projects underway:

CIVES PROJECT - in partnership with Anci campania, it 
provides a Training camp named after Maurizio valenzi, as founder 
and first Anci campania president. The young administrators se-
lected participate in 3 civic Training days (4 days each of intensive 
and immersive courses organized by Anci campania on multiple 
issues of interest for the administration of a municipality) organized 
by Anci campania, and subsequently have to commit themselves, 
through meetings planned in schools, to spread among the younger 
generations a positive vision of the commitment to the administra-
tion of public affairs, making known the tasks and responsibilities 
of local institutions and spreading the sense and need for sound 
administration, pursuit and conservation of state of legality;         
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#CriticaMente PROJECT - again as part of the “Azioni 
di accompagnamento – scuola viva” (Accompanying actions 
- Alive school) is aimed at combating the racist propaganda 
spread among young students through social networks. The 
project with secondary schools of the campania region, 12 of 
which in partnership, promotes the creation and dissemination 
of pedagogical and educational initiatives as well as exhibitions, 
debates and events on the historical analysis of the persuasive 
force of xenophobic, anti-semitic and racist propaganda and its 
ways of spreading in the society of digital communication and 
social networks. The project intends to disseminate educational 
tools capable of developing the critical thinking of young people 
in order to increase their “antibodies” against propaganda and 
promote their active participation in actions against racism. A 
field research activity is envisaged on the dissemination through 
social networks of discriminatory messages and fake news and 
messages with disparaging contents against weak social groups 
(e.g. immigrants, rom, etc.) aimed at young people, in particular 
by privileging the most widespread channels among the younger 
generations. The research is conducted through the direct in-
volvement of students and teachers of the schools involved in 
the partnership. A competition open to all students is then lau-
nched for the creation of performances, videos, stories, poems 
and other artistic awareness products aimed at a conscious use 
of social networks and the fight against racism and xenophobia;

TRAINING COURSES FOR TEACHERS - the educatio-
nal activity of valenzi foundation has developed in recent years 
also by organizing training courses for teachers in collaboration with 
bodies recognized by the Miur (Ministry of education, university 
and research) having value in all respects for the fulfillment of the 
training obligation provided by the law for the teaching staff of all 
schools levels. Many courses are held on the teaching of the shoah, 
including the first training seminar in the south of italy organized 
by the Ministry of education with the union of italian Jewish com-
munities in 2013. later courses entitled “presente - passato - pre-
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sente: tra XX e XXi secolo” (present – past – present: between the 
20th and 21st centuries) and “la shoah nella scuola 2.0” (The sho-
ah in the school 2.0) in 2015, “didattica della shoah: una pluralità 
di approcci” (didactics of the shoah: a plurality of approaches) in 
2017, courses in literature, cinema and law were held for a comple-
te and accurate account of the shoah using different points of view. 
The “culture, Antisemitismo, razzismi” (culture, Anti-semitism, 
racisms) Memorandum of understanding was signed between the 
campania regional school Office, the valenzi foundation and the 
Jewish community. The foundation has also organized entirely free 
courses for teachers in order to deepen current issues such as the 
course “da quando sono razzisti? storia e narrazioni di un paese 
smemorato” (since when are they racist? history and narratives of 
a forgetful country) with the aim of focusing on the history of racism 
in italy. A publication project emerged from the meetings.

for art
since its inception in 2009, the valenzi foundation has among 
its objectives the promotion and enhancement of Maurizio va-
lenzi’s work as an artist and painter by organizing personal exhi-
bitions in numerous prestigious locations in italy and abroad. 

The exhibition of the collection “da Gattuso a Matta. la col-
lezione valenzi per napoli” (from Guttuso to Matta. The valenzi 
collection for naples) has been present at the Maschio Angioino 
since 2013. The foundation also participates with guided tours 
in the day of the contemporary of the AMAci association.

Among the first and important exhibitions dedicated to him, 
we remember the anthological “Maurizio valenzi. Arte e politica” 
(Maurizio valenzi. Art and politics) held in rome at the palazzo 
valentini in 2012 and curated by the art historian claudio strinati.

The exhibition was preceded in the same year by a smal-
ler one, “Omaggio a Maurizio valenzi” (Tribute to Maurizio 
valenzi), at the italian cultural institute in Tunis.

The realization of the rome exhibition was possible thanks to 
the precious contribution of institutions, companies and nume-
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rous private supporters and was honored by the private visits of 
numerous prominent authorities, such as the president emeritus 
of the republic Giorgio napolitano, Massimo d’Alema, Gianni 
letta and many others. The focus of the exhibition - thanks also 
to the loan from private collections and some prestigious public 
collections, such as the neapolitan ones of castel sant’elmo, the 
artistic heritage of the Municipality of naples, the farnesina col-
lection of the Ministry of foreign Affairs and the art collection of 
the Tunisian Ministry of culture - was to enhance the artistic ac-
tivity of Maurizio valenzi. his artistic interest characterized him 
from his training in Tunis to his long and prestigious career in 
politics and institutions. More than three thousand visitors were 
able to appreciate the portraits, still life, landscapes, images of 
the french revolution and the neapolitan revolution of 1799, as 
well as drawings from the prison, which allow to grasp the alter-
nation of aesthetic reflections and political instances of the man 
and artist in a chronological span that goes from the 1920s to the 
1990s. The works on display, about fifty paintings, were then enri-
ched by a powerful corpus of drawings, extemporaneous sketches 
depicting historical party mates and parliamentary colleagues of 
valenzi, from Giulio Andreotti to enrico Berlinguer, from nilde 
iotti to Bettino craxi. The “Maurizio valenzi. Arte e politica” 
(Maurizio valenzi. Art and politics) catalog, published by arte’m, 
edited by Olga scotto di vettimo, containing testimonies, inter-
views and analyzes, among others those of Antonella Basilico, 
renato de fusco, Mario franco, filomena Maria sardella, which 
sum up the meaning very well, is connected to the exhibition.

furthermore, among the initiatives for the recovery of va-
lenzi’s memory and art, the “raccogliere segni” (collect signs) 
web page aims to collect sketches and portraits by Maurizio va-
lenzi donated over the years to the subjects depicted not only 
to appreciate the artistic trait but also to tell the story of that 
relationship and consequently a moment in the city life.

The foundation pursues its objectives of dissemination and 
knowledge of valenzi’s art and political activity by promoting 
exhibitions that highlight a particular aspect of his work.

Lucia Valenzi with the President of the Republic Giorgio 
Napolitano and the President of the Province of Rome 
Nicola Zingaretti at the exhibition Maurizio Valenzi. Arte 
e Politica (Maurizio Valenzi. Art and Politics). Palazzo 
Valentini, Rome, November 2012
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An example is the photographic exhibition held at pAn in 
2018, “la napoli di Maurizio. fotografie ed eventi sugli anni 
settanta” (Maurizio’s naples. photographs and events on the 
seventies), which, re-proposing and enriching the exhibition 
exhibited at the Maschio Angioino in 2009, retraced the nea-
politan reality of the seventies and eighties through the shots 
of great photographers: cecilia Battimelli, Antonio Biasiucci, 
francesco paolo cito, fabio donato , luciano ferrara, Gianni 
fiorito, Gianluigi Gargiulo, Guido Giannini, Mimmo Jodice, 
lucia patalano, sergio riccio and salvatore sparavigna. The 
exhibition allowed citizens, both neapolitans and non-neapo-
litans, to get to know each other and themselves in the shots of 
those years as in a sort of “family album” of the city.

in 2019 the “l’ironia del sindaco Artista. disegni di Mau-
rizio valenzi” (The irony of the Mayor Artist. drawings by 
Maurizio valenzi) exhibition took place. it consisted of about 
150 drawings, part of a large number of heterogeneous visual 
notes to which valenzi constantly devoted himself using ma-
keshift papers, such as those with the heading of the Muni-
cipality or province of naples, the european parliament and 
the senate of republic, cardstock, ink and pencil, pen and 
markers. A tireless draftsman, valenzi thought in images and 
with these he interpreted men and aspects of reality.

in conjunction with the promotion and enhancement of the 
artist valenzi, the foundation supports the works of young 
emerging artists by hosting personal and group exhibitions of 
painters and designers as well as artistic performances of all 
kinds and organizing competitions for young artists in order 
to reward their talent and support their visibility. for exam-
ple, on the occasion of the 2018 photo contest “napoli Oggi” 
(naples Today) or of the contest “i volti della politica del tuo 
Tempo” (The faces of the politics of your Time) for young 
designers under 35 of 2019, young artists who distinguished 
themselves for their talent were awarded. in addition to the 
delivery of a recognition plaque during the award ceremony, 
they were able to take advantage of the visibility guaranteed 

The photographic exhibition La Napoli di Maurizio 
(Maurizio’s Naples), Pan, Naples, May 2018
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by the foundation not only through the free display of their 
works but also through the promotion on the foundation’s 
on-line and off-line communication channels.

in 2014, our exhibitions and conferences were the first to 
recall the figure of Guido sacerdoti, two of whose works are 
present in the “da Gattuso a Matta” (from Guttuso to Matta) 
collection.

The headquarters also house a painting by Maria padula, 
remembered in the 2015 conference “i luoghi della pittrice” 
(The places of the painter).

The sebetia Ter center of ezio Ghidini citro confers an 
award each year named after Maurizio valenzi. There are 
among the winners over the years Armando de stefano, luigi 
coppa and fabio rocca.

since its inception, the foundation has hosted exhibitions 
of young and old artists and presentations of catalogs at its 
headquarters.

Three exhibitions on street Art have had great success: in 
2010 richard “seen” Mirando and rae Martini and in 2011 
the exhibition collasso (collapse) with neapolitan artists.

currently an intense collaboration takes place with the 
young nartwork association that creates an intense program of 
group and personal exhibitions also of international artists.

THE “MOSTRA ITINERANTE”
(TRAVELING EXHIBITION) PROJECT 
Thanks to a contribution from the presidency of the campania 
region it will be possible to resume the exhibition “l’ironia del 
sindaco artista” (The irony of the artist Mayor), and in general the 
graphic work of Maurizio valenzi, creating a catalog and a struc-
ture suitable for transport, making it itinerant in italian munici-
palities and also abroad. The main objective is to build events ca-
pable of bringing out, compared to other proposals on the subject, 
the exhibition “l’ironia del sindaco artista. disegni di Maurizio 
valenzi” (The irony of the artist Mayor. drawings by Maurizio va-
lenzi) as an innovative cultural path to analyze and understand 

Sebetia Ter Award, the Music Conservatory
of San Pietro a Majella, Naples, May 2017
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the relationship between the artistic work and the political project 
of Maurizio valenzi. The traveling exhibition is a national and 
international project that aims to create several events in places 
unanimously recognized as sites of artistic excellence. in septem-
ber 2020 despite the difficulties produced by the pandemic cO-
vid19, the exhibition “cent’anni in compagnia” (One hundred 
years in the company) was organized at the Monumental com-
plex of san domenico Maggiore, with the most intimist drawings 
(family, friends, travels, music, theater) by Maurizio valenzi. The 
complete catalog of his graphic work has been published by the 
publishing house arte’m “Maurizio valenzi. disegni”.

for the social
BELL’ E BUON’ (Suddendly) PROJECT
since 2011 the foundation has been implementing the Bell ‘e 
buon’5 project, in favor of neapolitan children in need. since 
then the project has never stopped and has gone through va-
rious editions moving to different districts of the city.

in naples, more than anywhere else, there are new forms of 
poverty that do not always coincide with “financial” poverty, but 
are linked to cultural needs, situations at risk or bordering on cri-
minal deviance, which force many children with social hardships 
to live situations intolerable created from the disintegration of fa-
milies, the overturning of values and the absence of educational 
and rehabilitation plans aimed at them. The title “Bell ‘e buon’ 
”  expresses two things at once: the ethical implication of art and 
beauty and the immediacy aspect of artistic perception.

The project consists of expressiveness and didactic-educa-
tional workshops involving children in the age group from 5 to 
16 years. The focus is on minors who have problems of integra-
tion, school maladjustment and situations of family and social 
disadvantage, which, the school alone cannot cope with. This 
is the basis of many violent phenomena of juvenile deviance.

how to be surprised if a child, grown up in a family 

5 Bell ‘e buon is a neapolitan expression that literally translates as “nice and good” but 
stands for “suddenly”. This colloquial expression gives the name to the project.
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where roles are distorted, and who has never known dif-
ferent models, ends up as a teenager in the “paranza dei 
bambini”6 (the trawler of children)?

Music, painting and theatre, along with other arts, repre-
sent an opportunity for redemption from situations that often 
devastate childhood personalities.

The project consists of weekly workshops that should not be con-
fused with entertainment for the benefit of parents who often only 
aim to delegate childcare. The goal is that children and teenagers 
can benefit from primary prevention, open up to beauty that will be 
immediately good for them and develop in time critical thinking 
and an experiential approach to problems, not passively accepted.

The pilot project in the first year was carried out in lico-
la, pozzuoli. The second phase of the project, “Bell ‘e buon’. 
suoni, colori e rappresentazioni” (Bell ‘e buon’. sounds, colors 
and representations), took place in san Giovanni a Teduccio, in 
collaboration with the fondazione Banco napoli per l’Assisten-
za all’infanzia (Banco napoli foundation for child care), the 
compagnia san paolo di Torino (saint paul company of Turin) 
and the figli in famiglia (children in family) Association.

The third and fourth annual editions saw the children of the 
historic center of naples as protagonists.

A fifth and sixth year of activity developed with a cAp 
co-financing from the youth department of the presidency of 
the council of Ministers in the scampia district, while the ac-
tivities also continued in the historic center of naples. Older 
children aged 12 to 14 were also involved.

6 The expression comes from the title of the third novel by roberto saviano, 
published in 2016 by feltrinelli. The author uses the analogy of the trawler, 
which in camorra jargon indicates an armed group, referring in the most literal 
sense of the term to those fish that are not yet adult and small in size, which 
attracted and at the same time blinded by the intense fishing light, detach 
themselves from the seabed and when rising to the surface they are trapped in 
fishermen's nets. similarly, the same happens to that part of youth who, attracted 
and blinded by the desire for easy money and power, given the impossibility of 
obtaining them in a different way, opts for crime, violence and oppression as a 
life choice, even knowing that they will die to reach that ideal model of existence 
(source: https://it.wikipedia.org/wiki/la_paranza_dei_bambini).

Bell’ e buon’ (Suddendly) project

Bell’ e buon’ (Suddendly) project
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The activities usually ended with a “recital”, a final show, 
which, for example in 2016 took place in the ridotto of the 
Mercadante Theatre, in order to make families and the city 
aware of the work and the results achieved.

crowdfunding campaigns were created to support the 
project, also in collaboration with Meridonare, and to pro-
mote the 5x1000. A significant moment was the jazz concert 
of december 10th 2016 with luca signorini at the Music 
conservatory of san pietro a Majella in naples.

BELL’, BUON E GIUSTO’ (Suddendly and right) 
PROJECT
currently we have obtained the first places in the “scuola di comu-
nità” (community school) call issued by p.O.r. (regional Organi-
zational program) campania 2014-2020, with the “Bell’, Buon’ e 
Giusto” (nice, Good and fair also suddendly and fair) project in 
collaboration with dis@net cooperativa sociale (social cooperati-
ve), Associazione libera (free Association) and Aporema Onlus. in 
2019 and 2020 support and accompanying activities were carried 
out for primary school pupils and their families with the aim of pro-
viding tools to act positively both on the parent-child relationship 
and in the relationship with the context. The activities took place 
in the name of the principles of legality, mutual respect, hospita-
lity and fight against prejudice. in addition to the participation of 
children in laboratory activities on legality and active citizenship, 
music and sound and painting and color, numerous initiatives were 
planned in the area. The children also planned with the help of 
experts the reuse for social activities in favor of the community of 
an asset confiscated from the mafia. in order to promote legality 
education in areas where children and their families may be at risk 
the project made use of a partnership with four primary schools.   

SPAZI IN GIOCO (SPACES AT STAKE) PROJECT
it is a project financed by the centro storico di napoli (histo-
ric centre of naples) community foundation and born from the 
collaboration between different realities operating in the area of 

“Evening Classic Jazz Concert”, the Music Conservatory 
of San Pietro a Majella, Naples, December 2016
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the historic center of naples, such as Amici di peter pan (peter 
pan’s friends), Archipicchia, valenzi foundation, suore di s. eli-
gio (sisters of st. eligio) , voce di... vento (voice of… Wind). The 
project aims to rethink, redesign and enhance piazza Masaniello, 
adjacent to piazza Mercato, according to the participatory plan-
ning paradigm, that is, stimulating spontaneous and conscious 
forms of care for the urban space.    

The activities of the project are aimed at elementary school chil-
dren and their families, high school children and autistic adults so 
that they can reflect on the possible uses of a degraded urban space 
to be redesigned in a shared way through laboratory activities of 
color and gardening, neighborhood walks, participatory planning 
workshops, training meetings and music therapy workshops.

To find out more about Bell’ e Buon project,
browse our e-book 

And watch our video 

 

for development 
CAMPANIA ECCELLENTE
(EXCELLENT CAMPANIA) PROJECT
The valenzi foundation aims to pursue Maurizio valenzi’s com-
mitment to support healthy businesses as a driving force for the 
development of the territory, promoting businesses by organi-
zing exhibitions and conferences, thematic forums on succes-
sful business cases and new horizons of entrepreneurship.  

The foundation wants to turn the spotlight on those compa-
nies, those workers and those employees who every day make pe-
ople speak well of our territory, thus becoming a meeting point for 
the network of supporters with the world of culture, politics and 
economy with the common goal of working for the development 
of the territory.

The foundation intends to publish a notice of competition ai-
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med at selecting a representative audience of campania production 
excellence in order to assign prizes to those companies that have 
distinguished themselves in some sectors characterizing corporate 
social responsibility (innovation, respect for the environment, wor-
kers rights). during the exhibition/event, called “campania eccel-
lente” (excellent campania), the selected companies will be able 
to exhibit a symbolic photo of their activity. The event will be held 
at the foundation headquarters at Maschio Angioino.

“napoli eccellente” (excellent naples) was the project aimed 
at the enhancement of the industries and crafts of the neapolitan 
territory promoted by the valenzi foundation with the contribu-
tion of the chamber of commerce, industry, crafts and Agricultu-
re of naples, aimed at small and medium-sized enterprises, with 
registered or operational office, in the province of naples, which 
stand out for having a high rate of innovation.

The project has had several editions since 2012, selecting 
companies that tell their uniqueness and innovation with a pho-
tographic exhibition set up in the halls of the valenzi foundation 
at Maschio Angioino.

Over the years, the foundation has organized and hosted wor-
kshops and meetings in support of the business system with a focus 
on certain realities such as “napoli eccellente: donne dell’econo-
mia partenopea” (excellent naples: Women of the parthenopean 
economy) on neapolitan female entrepreneurship. Top-class com-
panies led by women who talk to the city as part of the “napoli 
eccellente” (excellent naples) project to support businesses, spe-
cifically representing the starting point of a path dedicated to re-
lating and supporting a network of women working in the fields of 
business and culture for the revival of the productive and social 
fabric of naples.

in addition to debates, book presentations and information mo-
ments on measures useful for start-up and business management, to 
support and inform local companies on new development prospects 
and investment opportunities, the foundation has promoted initia-
tives such as “le imprese napoletane e il mercato internazionale: 
il caso degli emirati Arabi. Questo è il momento giusto” (neapoli-

The exhibition “Napoli Eccellente” (Excellent Naples), 
Valenzi Foundation Headquarters, Maschio Angioino, 

Naples, January 2014
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tan companies and the international market: the case of the united 
Arab emirates. This is the right time) or the “china Business con-
ference”, or “Trionfo di sapori mediterranei delle Terre del cervaro 
e del Miscano” (Triumph of Mediterranean flavors of the cervaro 
and Miscano lands) and collaborated with associations for sustaina-
ble tourism. These meetings open to entrepreneurs from all sectors 
have the aim of offering concrete information and ideas for the im-
plementation of internationalization strategies through discussions 
with market analysts and experts in commercial techniques.

A group of young professionals was recently formed who organi-
zed the meeting “ritorn per il futuro”. Testimonianze e proposte di 
giovani professionisti per invertire il fenomeno della fuga dei cer-
velli” (Back to the future: Testimonials and proposals from young 
professionals to reverse the phenomenon of brain drain) and set up 
a working group between representatives of local institutions, busi-
ness world and young people returning from professional experien-
ces abroad who want to propose useful measures to at least partially 
reverse the very serious brain drain from campania.

The valenzi foundation, although not party-oriented, was pre-
sent and offered several times moments of free and serene discus-
sion on the political, administrative and economic problems of our 
country.

One theme dealt with was, for example, that of migration and 
the fight against racism; in this sense, the meeting “Mediterraneo: 
modello di civiltà o metafora del terrore? un ruolo di dialogo e di 
confronto per napoli” (Mediterranean: model of civilization or me-
taphor of terror? A role of dialogue and confrontation for naples) 
was held in May 2015.

On the occasion of the electoral campaigns of the administrative 
elections of naples in 2011 and 2016, the foundation promoted a 
comparison between all the candidates for Mayor.

in 2016, three significant “focus” took place among experts, 
scholars, entrepreneurs and officials from which interesting indica-
tions were given to the Municipality of naples. 

particular attention is paid to european issues, also in line with 
the figure of Maurizio valenzi, Mep from 1983 to 1988.
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5.
OUR NEXT 10 YEARS

A nd now how will we deal with, not the next 10 years, 
but at least those closest to us? We certainly intend 
to continue along the lines of promoting a free and 

serene debate on many issues of cultural and of course also 
political interest. We also want to consolidate ourselves from 
the point of view of the structure and of human and economic 
resources, in order to be able to think over a longer distance. 
We intend to continue to gather professional skills and net-
work forces engaged above all in the third sector. Meanwhile, 
the annual periodic activities such as that of the Memoriae 
project with the “io non dimentico” (i do not forget) competi-
tion, the sebetia-Ter art prize and of course the Bell’e buon’ 
project will go on.

from a practical and immediate point of view, we plan to 
improve the office management and to implement the paper, 
photographic and audio-visual archive concerning both the 
figure of Maurizio valenzi and the foundation itself, making 
the materials as much as possible accessible online. in par-
ticular, we are thinking of a re-edition in e-book format of 
some of his texts, now unavailable.

At the same time we want to secure the collection noti-
fied by MiBAcT (Ministry of cultural heritage and Activities 
and Tourism) for its historical and artistic value. While we will 
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make the recent exhibition l’ironia del sindaco artista (The 
irony of the Mayor-artist) itinerant, we want to complete the 
enhancement of Maurizio valenzi’s artistic activity with ano-
ther exhibition on his graphic activity, that is, not political but 
more intimate drawings. The exhibition entitled “cent’anni in 
compagnia. disegni di Maurizio valenzi” (One hundred years 
in company. drawings by Maurizio valenzi) will be exhibited 
in the library of san domenico Maggiore in naples. We plan 
to create a catalog of Maurizio valenzi’s graphic production.

Wanting to start a historical reflection on the city of naples of 
the seventies and eighties, in addition to the conference held in 
february 2020, we think about a reflection on the 1980 earthqua-
ke and the policies connected to it. Already in 2012 Giuseppe 
zamberletti came to the foundation’s offices for a ceremony for 
the delivery of commemorative medals for those who stood out for 
their commitment at the time of the tragedy of the earthquake.

More generally, we want to increase cultural and research 
activities, including through the promotion of awards and scho-
larships. in fact, we plan to promote, through the creation of 
scholarships and research grants, not only historical but also 
social and legal studies.

We will continue the activities aimed at schools especially 
to promote anti-racist education, starting with the reflection on 
the shoah.

We will continue with our social project “Bell ‘e buon’ ”, trying 
to network with the best forces acting for social issues in our area, 
in particular against educational poverty and bullying.

We want to connect through the “campania eccellente” (ex-
cellent campania) project with the healthy and active economic 
forces of this territory for the purpose of enhancing its excellen-
ce and promoting valid policies by the institutions. We will try 
to carry out the ambitious project of a fiction film about Maurizio 
valenzi’s life, which tells significant pieces of the history of the 
last century, starting from the script already written.

An intense program that we can carry out with the encou-
ragement of all of you.
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APPENDIX
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GOVERNANCE AND CONTACTS

President: Lucia Valenzi
presidenza@fondazionevalenzi.it 

Vice-president: Marco Valenzi 

Secretary-general: Salvatore Verbale 
segretariogenerale@fondazionevalenzi.it

Design Office: Francesca Buonocore
progetti@fondazionevalenzi.it

Back-Office: Rosanna Mesce
rosannamesce@fondazionevalenzi.it

Communication Office:
comunicazione@fondazionevalenzi.it 
social@fondazionevalenzi.it

segreteria@fondazionevalenzi.it
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Honorary Committee

Giuliano Amato
president of the Treccani encyclopedia 
and former president of the council of Ministers
Francesco Paolo Casavola
president emeritus of the constitutional court
Jack Lang
former Minister of culture and education 
of the french republic
Gianni Letta
former state undersecretary to the presidency 
of the council of Ministers
Nicola Mancino
former president of the senate of the republic 
Giorgio Napolitano
president emeritus of the republic 
Romano Prodi
former president of the european committee 
and former prime Minister 
Vincenzo Scotti
former undersecretary of the Ministry of foreign Affairs
Principe Amedeo di Savoia Aosta 
Crescenzio Sepe
cardinal and Metropolitan Archbishop of naples 
Sergio Zavoli
former president of the rai supervisory commission 

Steering Committee

Gloria Chianese
Ermanno Corsi
Giustino Fabrizio

Ezio Ghidini Citro
Adriano Giannola
Franco Iacono
Rosa Maria Leone
Rosita Marchese
Elena Matacena
Eleonora Puntillo
Roberto Race
Mariano Rigillo
Filomena Maria Sardella
Maurizio Scaparro
Giuliano Scardaccione
Lida Viganoni
the president of the Jewish community of naples
the president of the campania institute for the history 
of the resistancea

Scientific Committee

Marco Alifuoco
Mariano Amirante
Luigi Carnovale
Paola Console
Marcello D’Aponte
Gaetano Gravina
Sabatino Nocerino
Adele Salvatore
Ludovico Solima

The president of the republic Carlo Azeglio Ciampi, the 
Ambassador of chile in the usA Josè Goni Carrasco, 
the president of the european parliament and honorary 
president of the fondation pour la Mémoire de la shoah 
Simone Veil were also part of the honorary committee.
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BIBLIOGRAFIA
SU MAURIZIO VALENZI

Il Sindaco Rosso. Valenzi e il futuro di Napoli, writ-
ten by ermanno corsi, Giustino fabrizio, eleonora pun-
tillo, unior press, naples, 2020.

L’italiano di Tunisi. Organo della Lega Italiana dei 
Diritti dell’Uomo, edited by sonia and renato Gallico, 
Aracne publishing, Ariccia (rome), 2018.

L’Africa di Maurizio. Oggetti africani della Colle-
zione Valenzi, edited by Andrea Manzo, university of 
naples l’Orientale, naples, 2017.

Maurizio Valenzi, I miei primi giorni da sindaco di 
Napoli, edited by lucia valenzi, Aracne publishing, 
Ariccia (rome), 2016.

Maurizio Valenzi, J’avoue que je me suis amusé. 
Itinéraires de Tunis à Naples, l’harmattan, paris, 2014.

leila el houssi, L’urlo contro il regime. Gli antifascisti 
italiani in Tunisia tra le due guerre, carocci, rome, 2014.

Da Guttuso a Matta. La Collezione Valenzi per Na-
poli, catalog of the exhibition curated by Olga scotto di 
vettimo, arte’m editions, naples, 2013.

lucia valenzi, Qualcosa su mia madre, cento Autori 
editions, villaricca (naples), 2013.

Maurizio Valenzi. Arte e politica, catalog of the exhi-
bition curated by claudio strinati, arte’m editions, na-
ples, 2012.

Lasciare un segno, edited by luigi Maria sicca, papa-
ro editions, naples, 2011.

Maurizio Valenzi, Ebrei italiani di fronte al “raz-
zismo”, edited by nico pirozzi, cento Autori editions, 
villaricca (naples), 2010.

Maurizio Valenzi. Testimonianze per una vita stra-
ordinaria, edited by lucia valenzi and roberto race, 
Tullio pironti publisher, naples, 2009.

Giulia Buffardi e Andrea d’Angelo, Maurizio Valenzi. 
La ragione, la passione, dante & descartes editions, 
naples, 2009.

Italiani e antifascisti in Tunisia negli anni Trenta. 
Percorsi di una difficile identità, edited by lucia va-
lenzi, liguori publisher, naples, 2008.

Maurizio Valenzi, Confesso che mi sono divertito, edited 
by pietro Gargano, Tullio pironti publisher, naples, 2007.

Maurizio Valenzi, Il segno racconta, cultural Asso-
ciation “il corvo”, pozzuoli (naples), 2006.

Maurizio valenzi, Maurizio Valenzi. La vita avven-
turosa di un uomo mite, edited by Gianni cerchia and 
nicola Bruno, supplement to l’unità/l’Articolo, 2005.

paul sebag, Communistes de Tunisie. 1939-1943, 
l’harmattan, paris – Turin, 2001.

Maurizio valenzi, C’è Togliatti! Napoli 1944. I primi 
mesi di Togliatti in Italia, edited by pietro Gargano, 
sellerio publisher, palermo, 1995.

Attilio Wanderlingh, Maurizio Valenzi. Un romanzo 
civile, presentation by nilde iotti, sintesi editions, na-
ples, 1988.

Maurizio Valenzi, Une mémoire locale. Naples et son 
maire, interviews by Massimo Ghiara and lucien sfez, 
puf – presses universitaires de france, paris, 1980.

Maurizio Valenzi, Sindaco a Napoli, interview by 
Massimo Ghiara, editori riuniti, rome, 1978.
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PUBLICATIONS

A scuola la mia Chance App-Arte, edited by valenzi 
foundation Onlus, Avagliano publisher, naples, 2017. 

L’Africa di Maurizio. Oggetti africani della colle-
zione Valenzi, edited by Andrea Manzo, university of 
naples l’Orientale, naples, 2017.

Maurizio Valenzi, I miei primi giorni da sindaco di 
Napoli, edited by lucia valenzi, Aracne publishing, 
Ariccia (rome), 2016.

Maurizio Valenzi, J’avoue que je me suis amusé. 
Itinéraires de Tunis à Naples, l’harmattan, paris, 2014.

Napoli Eccellente, exhibition catalog, Archivio dell’Ar-
te and valenzi foundation, naples, 2014.

Scoprire il buono attraverso il bello, le donne del pro-
getto Bell’e buon’ per l’infanzia napoletana, contri-
bution by lucia valenzi within the volume educatrici di 
società. racconti di donne e di cura, edited by Maria Anto-
nietta selvaggio, esA, Torre del Greco (naples), 2013.

Da Guttuso a Matta. La collezione Valenzi per Na-
poli, catalog of the exhibition curated by Olga scotto di 
vettimo, arte’m editions, naples, 2013.

lucia valenzi, Qualcosa su mia madre, cento Autori 
editions, villaricca (naples), 2013.

lucia precchia and lucia valenzi, Scoprire il buono 
attraverso il bello. Bell’ e buon’ progetto per l’in-
fanzia napoletana, cento Autori editions (e-book), 
villaricca (naples), 2013

Maurizio Valenzi. Arte e politica, catalog of the exhi-
bition curated by claudio strinati, arte’m editions, na-
ples, 2012.

Per Teresa Tomaselli, ricordi, valenzi foundation, 
naples, 2012.

Lasciare un segno, edited by luigi Maria sicca, papa-
ro editions, naples, 2011.

Maurizio Valenzi. Ebrei italiani di fronte al “raz-
zismo”, edited by nico pirozzi, cento Autori editions, 
villaricca (naples), 2010.

Maurizio Valenzi. Testimonianze per una vita stra-
ordinaria, edited by lucia valenzi and roberto race, 
Tullio pironti publisher, naples, 2010. publication awar-
ded with the sele d’oro award on september 8th 2009.

In preparation: 

“Da quando siamo razzisti? Storia e narrazioni di 
un Paese smemorato” a publication resulting from 
four meetings dedicated to the in-depth study of a di-
dactic aimed at learning about the history of racism in 
italy and education for tolerance;
“Estate a Napoli e non solo” documentary and icono-
graphic reconstruction of the show politics of the valenzi 
councils;
proceedings of the study conference “Il volto della cit-
tà di Napoli e l’attività dell’Amministrazione Valen-
zi (1975 –1983)” of february 13-14th 2020.
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neapolitan Music Academy
nartwork Association
premio napoli foundation
presidency of the council of Ministers
protom
san carlo Theater
sebetia-ter Award
spi-cGil (union of italian pensioners - italian General 
confederation of labor)
sudd foundation
sviMez (Association for the development of industry 
in the south)
uil (italian labor union)
unicef
unione industriali (industrialists union) of naples
university of naples federico ii
university of naples l’Orientale
university of salerno
us consulate in naples
usr (regional school Office) of Miur (Ministry 
of education, Ministry of university and research) 
campania

The Valenzi Foundation has collaborative and partnership 
relationships with numerous schools in Campania, with 
associations active in the cultural and social sector as well 
as with local and national press bodies.

ACCORDI E PARTENARIATI

Academy of fine Arts of naples
Alessandro scarlatti Association
Aporema Association
arte’m editions
ArTur Association
Banco di napoli foundation
campania region
chamber of commerce of naples
civita
community of sant’egidio
conservatory of Music san pietro a Majella
consulate of france in naples
consulate of Tunisia in naples
cooperative il Quadrifoglio
dante Alighieri of paris society
dis@net social cooperative
engim
eurosoft
francesco de Martino foundation
Goethe institute of naples
Guido cortese foundation
institut français de naples
ifOcs cooperative
italian cultural institute of Tunis
Jewish community of naples
league for human rights
libera Association
Maison de l’italie of paris
Municipality of naples
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PER SOSTENERE
LA FONDAZIONE

private individuals can finance the foundation without 
any charge with the 5 × 1000, or join the foundation as 
a private subject by sending a request to the president 
and by paying a membership fee in relation to the diffe-
rent types of support provided. Another possibility is to 
allocate the donation to a project or an event one parti-
cularly cares about among the projects in progress or the 
last one is to collaborate in a fundraiser.

companies can join as a legal entity by sending a re-
quest to the president of the foundation, paying a mem-
bership fee based on the different types, or allocate the 
donation to a particular project or event or collaborate in 
a fundraiser. They can also become sponsors of an event 
or project.

Other ways for businesses to support us:
co-marketing: allocating a portion of the sales results 

of a specific product and / or service to a foundation 
project.

fundraising among employees: inviting their em-
ployees, collaborators and customers to donate the 5 
× 1000 to the foundation during the tax return period. 
finally, it is possible to volunteer at the valenzi 
foundation.
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THE NUMBERS
OF THE FOUNDATION

Over the course of these ten years we have achieved 
and involved:

25,000 visitors

228 events

21 art exhibitions

1.014 works of art on display

153 artists

983 speakers

136 schools and universities

6,340 students

410 children

79 projects processed

15 publications

520 trained teachers

16 courses

5 awards received

70 awards delivered
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THE FOUNDATION
ON SOCIAL MEDIA

FondazioneValenzi

fond_valenzi

fondazione_valenzi

LaFondazioneValenzi

fondazione-valenzi
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